NEM UNSCRAMBLER
MODEL: NEHCP-E-48
ELECTRICAL CONNECTION
208/230V, 3PH, 30AMP
PNEUMATIC CONNECTION
80 PSI, 5-15 CFM
CLEAN DRY AIR

IFS FP8 BASE MACHINE CHECK
W/FP PISTON SET 32OZ
QTY. 4 EXPANDABLE TO 8
MODEL: IFS-FP8
UTILITIES: 120VAC 8A
80 PSI @ 25 CFM

IFS CAPPER NT W/CAPPER BULK
FEEDER W/ CAPSORT
CENTRIFUGAL 26"
W/ BOTTLE SPACER BELT DOUBLE
HIGH SPEED
MODEL: IFS-ILC
UTILITIES: 20A @ 120VAC
80 PSI @ 30 CFM

UNIVERSAL CP-1000
FRONT/BACK
UTILITIES: 15A @ 120VAC

ENERCON SUPER SEAL 100
INDUCTION SEALER
UTILITIES: 208VAC, 3 PH, 10A

IFS CONVEYER
10 FT (LS820-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

IFS CONVEYER
10FT (LS820-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

IFS CONVEYER
15FT (LS820-4.5 CHAIN)
UTILITIES: 6A @ 120VAC

TT60AC ECONO
MODEL TT-60AC
UTILITIES: 5A @ 120VAC

PRODUCT TRAVEL LEFT TO RIGHT

SALES ENGINEER
APPROVAL: ____________

CONTACT #: 113505
COMPANY: Honey & Natural Sweetener Extracts

AIR SUPPLY
POWER SUPPLY
CONVEYOR LINE
HEIGHT: 38 +/-2"